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WHY ISN’T ATTORNEY GENERAL SCHIMEL INVESTIGATING  
AND CHARGING SELF-ADMITTED LEAKER ERIC O’KEEFE?   

 
MADISON – Friday, Attorney General Brad Schimel announced that he has written 
Wisconsin Supreme Court Chief Justice Patience Roggensack, asking her to investigate 
leaked documents to The Guardian that exposed an apparent illegal scheme to bypass 
Wisconsin’s long-standing ban on direct and indirect corporate contributions solicited by 
and directed to Governor Walker, his campaign committee, Wisconsin Club for Growth by 
several corporations. Unsurprisingly, Schimel was eerily silent last year when conservative 
big shot Eric O’Keefe, Director of Wisconsin Club for Growth, openly bragged about daily 
violating the same secrecy order that Schimel is now investigating.  Equally perplexing is 
that Schimel is not investigating earlier leaks to the Wall Street Journal that also seem to 
violate the secrecy order.  
 
Rep. Chris Taylor (D-Madison) released the following statement:  
 
“Attorney General Schimel needs to immediately investigate Eric O’Keefe’s consistent 
assertions that ‘in some form everyday’ he violated the same secrecy order Schimel now 
contends was violated when documents were leaked to The Guardian. Schimel is turning 
and looking the other way despite repeated public assertions from conservative darling 
O’Keefe who has bragged about violating the secrecy order.  
 
“In ignoring O’Keefe’s admitted flagrant violations of the secrecy order, Attorney General 
Schimel seems to be giving special treatment to Republican donors, Republican politicians 
and leakers to conservative news publications.   
 
“We expect our Attorney General to be evenhanded and apply the law in a fair and 
consistent way. Why isn’t Attorney General Schimel also investigating O’Keefe and the leaks 
to the Wall Street Journal?  To not do so shows that rather than being the people’s top law 
enforcement official, Attorney General Schimel would rather play partisan politics and 
make political points than protect the best interests of the public.”  
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